
HIMALAYAN CHEF SPECIALS (Vegetarian/Non-Vegetarian)
Mild, Medium or hot

34. HIMALAYA MIXED PLATTER £13.95

 Combination of fish tikka, sheek kebab, chicken tikka, chicken wings 

 and duck tikka served with curry sauce and naan bread

35. CHEF’S SPECIAL MIXED PLATTER £15.95

 Combination of prawn, duck tikka, tandoori chicken, hariyali chicken 

 and sheek kebab served with curry sauce and naan bread

36. CHICKEN TIKKA TRIO £12.95

 Achari, hariyali and chicken tikka served with curry sauce and naan bread

37. GARLIC CHILLI KING PRAWN £13.95

 Prawns infused with garlic and chilli giving a wonderful spicy taste

38. DELHI STYLE KING PRAWN £13.95

 Prawns cooked in a Northern Indian style

39. GURKHA’S SPECIAL MIXED CURRY £13.95

 Prawn, lamb and chicken cooked with Gurkha’s special spices

40. EVEREST GARLIC CHILLI FISH £12.95

 Fish cooked with garlic and Mount Everest flavour

41. LAMB CHOPS MASALA £12.95

 Lamb chops cooked with chef’s special spices

42. KATHMANDU STYLE HASKO MASU £11.95

 Duck cooked with runny gravy, just like at home

43. DEVON’S FAVOURITE FISH MASALA £11.95

 Fish cubes cooked with mustard seeds, onions and tomato in a thick sauce

44. KHASI KO MASU - Mild, medium or hot £10.95

 Lamb marinated in herbs and spices flavoured with Sichuan pepper 

 and shallow fried

45. KUKHURA KO MASU - Mild, medium or hot £9.95

 Chicken marinated in herbs and spices flavoured with 

 Timur (Sichuan peppers) and shallow fried

46. BUTTER CHICKEN £9.95

 Tandoori roasted chicken cooked with tomato in a butter and cream sauce

47. KEEMA MATTER £9.95

 Peas cooked with minced lamb with a Himalayan flavour

48. DAAL MAKHANI BUKHARA £8.95

 Black lentils cooked with red kidney beans, butter and cream to a velvety texture

Note: Some of our food items may contain Nuts and other allergens.  If you have a 

food allergy or intolerance please let us know before ordering



VEGETARIAN MAIN COURSES (Mild, medium or hot)

49. HIMALAYAN MIXED VEGETABLE CURRY £7.95

 Seasonal Himalayan vegetables combined with Nepalese spices

50. METHI CORN or ALOO MASALA £7.95

 Fresh fenugreek and corn or potato blended together with 

 Indian herbs and spices

51. CHANA MASALA £7.95

 Chick peas cooked semi-dry and medium hot

52. KARAHI PANEER £7.95

 Cubes of cheese cooked with tomato, onion, pepper and garlic

53. PANEER BUTTER MASALA £7.95

 A Nepalese veggie dish of homemade cottage cheese, fresh cream and butter

54. SAAG PANEER or ALOO £7.95

 Cubes of cheese or potato cooked in spinach in a classic Indian style

55. BOMBAY ALOO £7.95

 Cubes of potato cooked with curry leaf and tomato sauce

56. TAMA ALOO or CHANA £7.95

 Favourite Nepalese curry made from potato and bamboo shoots or chick peas

57. ALOO BAIGAN ACHARI £7.95

 Cubed potato and aubergine cooked with mixed pickle

58. DAL TARKA or SAAG DAL £7.95

 Traditional lentil dish cooked with spices or spinach

59.  (Mild, medium or hot)GOAN CURRIES

 A famous Goan recipe with chunky pieces cooked in coconut milk and Indian spices

 Vegetable £7.95 Chicken £8.95

 Lamb £9.95 Duck £9.95

 Fish £11.95 Prawn £13.95

 Mixed (any 3 items) £13.95

60. (Mild, medium or hot)SOUTH INDIAN 65 

 A delicacy from Mysore where pieces are delicately wrapped in a sauce prepared 

 with Indian spices, spring onion, mustard seeds and curry leaf

 Potato £7.95 Chicken £8.95

 Lamb £9.95 Duck £10.95

 Prawn £12.95 Mixed (any 3 items) £13.95

61. (Mild, medium or hot)CHILLI GARLIC DISH 

 Cooked in chilli and garlic sauce and garnished with fresh spring onion

 Vegetable £7.95 Chicken £8.95

 Lamb £9.95 Duck £9.95

 Fish £10.95 Prawn £12.95

 Mixed (any 3 items) £13.95

Note: Some of our food items may contain Nuts and other allergens.  If you have a 

food allergy or intolerance please let us know before ordering
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